Fixed Command Centers

Everything comes together in the PSS Wide Area Imaging Command Center. PSS provides high powered, dual monitor image exploitation workstations for the analysts. Combined with the data communications link from the aircraft, PSS storage server, data projectors and screens, and a private LAN, customers can take full advantage of real-time and forensic data.

With PSS’s powerful iView™ software, mission commanders can monitor and direct the efforts of the analysts and record all events being investigated. When other sensors are integrated (available for most IP / XML sensors such as ALPRs, PTZ cameras, and acoustic gunshot detection systems) the analyst has something most other systems miss… the complete picture.

Features:

Analyst Workstations
- 20 High Resolution Monitors
- 10 High Performance Computer Systems

Command & Control
- 3 - 110" Projection Screens
- 3 - High Intensity HD Projectors
- Projection Computer
- Mounting Hardware & Cabling

Network
- Firewall
- Router
- Gigabit Switches
- Network Wiring

Additional Equipment
- Deployment Containers ("KIT")
- Portable Tables for Workstations
- Laser Printer
- Shredder
- Spares Kit